
 

 

Monday, 18 May 2020 

Going Back To The Heart Of Aidilfiltri 
With Suria KLCC, Alamanda And Mesra 
Mall 

 

 
The Suria KLCC Group is welcoming the community back and kick-starting the Hari Raya 

Aidilfitri (Raya) festivities in the spirit of gratefulness with decorations set up in all the 
malls to evoke the spirit of Raya. 



In light of this pandemic, the Group has taken preventive measures to protect shoppers and 
employees such as hand sanitisers placed at strategic and convenient locations, daily body 
temperature screening on all shoppers and employees in various locations in the malls, increased 
frequency of cleaning at high contact surface points in the malls and two-metre social distancing, 
in an effort to ensure a secure and clean environment.  

Suria KLCC Sdn Bhd’s CEO, Andrew Brien commented, “As we pick ourselves back up and return 
to the “new norm”, the Group is delighted to welcome everyone back. We are adhering to the 
stringent Ministry of Health’s guidelines to ensure all our malls are clean and safe for shoppers 
and staff. We are constantly cleaning the areas and equipment that have direct contact with 
visitors especially escalators, elevators and other common areas as the safety and health of our 
visitors are paramount.” 

He added, “These are indeed challenging times for us, and I want to thank the community for their 
continued support. We will continue to be vigilant implementing measures to ensure our business 
operations continue uninterrupted while safeguarding the wellbeing of our shoppers and staff.” 

The Group is more than ready to welcome all visitors and shoppers back on its premises, 
providing access to shopping and dining. Together, we will embrace a brand-new lifestyle routine 
– one that demands for a safer and healthy environment. 

To make this Raya shopping more rewarding, Suria KLCC shoppers will receive an exclusive 
L’Occitane gift set when they shop at any of the specialty stores from 15 to 25 May 2020. 
Shoppers need to present their receipt(s) to the Concierge counter on the same day to redeem 
the exclusive gift. The redemption gift is available with a minimum spending amount of RM500. 

Meanwhile, Alamanda Shopping Centre (Alamanda) would like to reunite with regular and new 
visitors alike by offering an exclusive gift – a beautiful scarf. From 14 to 25 May 2020, shoppers 
are entitled to redeem the gift when they shop at any specialty stores in Alamanda by presenting 
their receipt(s) that total up to a minimum spending amount of RM150. 

Adding further excitement to the Raya celebration, for the East Coast patrons, Mesra Mall in 
Terengganu will be enticing its shoppers with an exclusive ‘Ceramic Oil Burner’ when they shop 
and spend RM150 and above at any of the specialty stores. The exclusive rewards are offered 
from 15 to 31 May 2020. 

All offers are valid while stocks last. For more information on these exclusive promotions, please 
approach our friendly Concierge staff at each mall.  

 

(Source : https://www.propertyguru.com.my/property-news/2020/5/188414/going-back-to-the-
heart-of-aidilfiltri-with-suria-klcc-alamanda-and-mesra-mall) 
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